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Apophatic List:
finding your place w/o using GPS
not the cracked penguin measuring out
impatience
nor the dog automaton playing Turkish chess
not present at 55,0199 N 11,6043 E behind the
bakery
nor among the 11111 angels on the pinhead
not a horse but (perhaps more like and not
quite) a paper ladder
nor a prophetic eye born in a Bedouin tribe
not the fact that we’re sitting beneath Ymer’s
skull
nor the dream that feet are real
no longer purple towards the slightly
disappointed
nor no longer not purple enough to personify
grief
not a step into the sludge we elected PM
nor the bendy thingies we use to seal bread
bags
(perhaps) not the chair in your pineal gland
(and perhaps) not your elbow
not that actress they try to market as beautiful
nor a wasted afternoon
not in your colon where the glass gondola is
nor in the echo of immaterial ducks
not like all the things shaped like a seahorse
that aren’t seahorses
nor like all the things disturbing traffic
could weigh anything but 180 kilos (4 rockets)
or could weigh exactly 180 kilos (4 rockets)
not the sonar or what it says is an orange
nor Narada’s coming and going
not the swans frozen to the lake back when
you sobered up

nor the addictive potential of waiting
not the reddish pill containing dusk
nor the question of how to distill fish
not the garden windmill blown down and now
the neighbour’s hopeless love
nor your finger bending and stretching while
you age
not the squirrel that swallowed the moon
nor the neurotransmitter called Betty
not the overnight sensation almost out of
puberty
nor the hypothetical endlessness of this list
and certainly not the tooth that’s no longer
there or the entrance to Heaven that’s there
instead

…
Apophatic List II:
the reorientation
not a sensible word from the pine but you turn
over The Hanged Man and whistle what you
can of So What
not really a hindsight-mirror but you ask your
table to stand tall like the man it is and now
the discussion begins
not certain of where you are but you find an
Atlas pre WWII and think you’re on the right
track
:
not really the right city but you learn to live
with the carpets
not fully awakened the coffee maker forgot it
left its notice of resignation and gurgles on

not the blank spots in your memory now lakes
mirroring trees n birds n clouds n now you’re
exiled
:
not your femur
not wind
not no/t/r
:
not the glass that leaves your blood while you
sleep nor your sketch of the horizon
not in the counting of raindrops and certainly
not in the starting over because you missed
one
not the fag in your winter coat nor the dog-end
your life turned out to be
:
“im Wahrheit “you think to yourself and the
day is gone

…
12 Perhapses
perhaps a scythe is what makes a car different
from a beetle?
perhaps the screw comes first in the
progression of mammals?
perhaps needle-nurses will show us the way
out this slimy labyrinth?
perhaps dusk is a lid on the body and a body
without wires?
perhaps the battle of Marathon takes place in
your right knee every night?
perhaps you touch yourself to investigate the
new word 'skin-famine'?

perhaps renaming the days isn't the same as
opening a tin of sardines?
perhaps you could find an other word than
darkness to signify the absence of light, like
Britt or swoom?
perhaps you could move a chair and change
everything?
perhaps it wasn't the avant-garde that knitted
your mittens?
perhaps there's more notes in a sax than in a
window?
perhaps living in a multi storey building is an
illusion?

…
12 Steps
1. take it a half note up
2. impersonate winter
3. find a name for your chair
4. count missing teeth (if they’re all there
you’re still young: work!)
5. your imaginary dog wants to go for a walk
6. sort the still usable paper according to size
with countering world disintegration in mind
7. forget it
8. your 12 year old t-shirt leaves you bit by bit
but the holes stay with you
9. say the word ’red’ out loud and act as if you
know what it means
10. be imaginary Italian and say minchia
11. hide a dog in a remix of Bruckner’s 9th
12. fall over face down

